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Introducing
Warmstone
The boiler replacement making it easy to cut carbon

Warmstone Brochure 2022

Simple alternative to boilers
Warmstone is the boiler replacement
that makes it easy to cut your carbon.
It delivers plenty of hot water on
demand and at the same temperature
as the boiler it replaces.
Warmstone is a heat battery –
it contains a core that heats up and
stores warmth until is it needed to
provide central heating, baths and
showers.

The unit is particularly suitable for
semi-detached and detached homes,
including those with oil or LPG tanks.
It can also be used in other buildings

such as offices and churches,
where several Warmstones can
work together to provide as much
thermal storage as is needed.

Technical Information
• Patented solid state core
• 100kWh capacity
• 30kWth maximum

thermal load
• 80°C maximum hot water

temperature

One Warmstone
stores enough
heat for most
homes
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Electrically heated
The core of the heat battery is warmed by electrical
elements similar to those used in a kettle. It would
usually be programmed to heat up overnight using
low-cost, off-peak green electricity from the grid. It
can also be topped up during the day.
If you have solar PV panels the Warmstone can be
used to store the electricity you produce. During
summer this can eliminate your hot water bills, and
even in winter there is usually enough sunshine to
provide some free heating.
Technical Information
• 20kW maximum input (90 amps)
• 98-99% electrical charging efficiency (ŋ)
• 90 amp charging, can be reduced if desired

• Single phase
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Ultra insulated
The Warmstone material is a patented
breakthrough in thermal storage. High
performance vacuum insulation avoids
the issues many people experienced
with night storage heaters, which
would quickly lose heat.
By contrast Warmstone can store
usable heat for 23 days. The insulation
is so effective that it remains cool on
the outside when it is 500 degrees
Celsius on the inside.

Technical Information
• 200-500 degrees Celsius core

temperature
• ~2 degrees Celsius above ambient

external temperature
• 5% per day standby heat loss rate

(4.8 kWh per day)

This thermal image shows a Warmstone with a core heated to 480 degrees Celsius. The unit’s
surface remains much cooler than the cup of tea in front.
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Enjoys the
outdoors
The Warmstone is fully weatherproof. As it is large
and heavy it is best installed outside or in a garage.
If it is being installed outside a screen can be built to
hide the unit away and avoid jealous neighbours.
Commercial buildings can also consider installation in
a plant room with adequate access.
Electrical and plumbing connections are run from
the Warmstone into the building to link to existing
systems. The ideal location is therefore outside the
building but near the existing boiler.
Technical Information
• 1.1m wide x 1.0m deep x 1.8m high
• 1,825 kg
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Simple to install,
simple to use
The Warmstone uses exactly the same radiators
and pipes as your current boiler. You can also keep
your existing thermostats and other heating
controls.

The Warmstone will be connected to your hot water
cylinder and warm it exactly as your existing boiler
does. This does mean that if you currently have a
combi boiler a new hot water cylinder would need to
be fitted.
Technical Information
• Unvented systems may require an additional pump
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The Warmstone is designed to charge as
quickly as possible using all the electricity available.
Intelligent controls constantly monitor how much
power is being used, so if you put on the kettle
while the Warmstone is charging it will turn down
in a matter of milliseconds.
Included in the price of every Warmstone are
sensors and controls provided by myenergi,
a like-minded manufacturer and the makers of
zappi, the best selling UK-made electric vehicle
charger. The Warmstone will be connected to
your internet router, enabling simple controls in
the myenergi app.
Technical Information
• App features under development, images

for illustration only
• myenergi app available for iOS and Android
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Carbon Intensity
Visualisation by Electricity Info of the carbon intensity of GB electricity over 24 hours

Charge when
it’s cheaper

200

We recommend that customers switch to an
electricity tariff such as Octopus Go, which offers
lower prices at night.
We will then set up the Warmstone to charge during
these times.
Low electricity prices usually happen when fewer
gas power stations are generating, meaning
electricity from the grid has less carbon.
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Journey to net zero
Switching to Warmstone from a fossil fuel boiler can
immediately cut your carbon. Real-world savings are
likely to be even higher as Warmstone is more efficient
than most boilers. This means fewer units of energy
used, as well as less carbon in each unit.
Carbon savings will improve over time as
more renewable generation is built. The
Government has repeatedly committed to
decarbonising the grid completely by the
year 2035. Heat batteries make it easier to
hit this goal, as they can warm up
whenever wind and solar power are
available then store energy until it is
needed.

How much carbon is saved today by switching to off-peak electricity?

46% saved
by switching from
heating oil

38% saved
by switching from
LPG

27% saved
by switching from
mains gas

SOURCES
• Carbon intensity for heating oil, LPG and natural gas from BEIS/DEFRA Conversion Factors for 2020
• Off-peak electricity based on Caldera analysis of Carbon Intensity API data for 2020. Off peak defined as
the 5 hours of lowest carbon in each 24 hour period
• Commitment to decarbonising the grid, see for example Net Zero Strategy 2021
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Made in Hampshire
Caldera is a British manufacturer, and all our units
are made in our own advanced production facility.
Warmstone is made from readily available,
non-toxic materials that are safe to use in your
home. It supports the circular economy as it is
recyclable at end of life.
We have plans to incorporate a high proportion
of recycled content.
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Get in touch
sales@caldera.co.uk
0345 034 8644
Caldera Heat Batteries Limited
7 Brunel Way, Segensworth East
Fareham, Hampshire
PO15 5TX
United Kingdom
caldera.co.uk

